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OCTOPUS 505, 606 & 808 Ring Support Kit

Enhanced wheel and bracket system to improved stability and support for the Octopus 505, 606, and 808 rings while reducing wear.

CONISTS OF

Larger guide wheels (110 mm), brackets, shafts, clips, and hardware necessary to support your ring.

IDEAL FOR

Any Octopus 505, 606 or 808, typically built prior to 2004, with wheels less than 110 mm.

Both composite and larger steel rings.

Customers looking to reduce wear, minimize maintenance, and improve performance.

FEATURES

1. Full kit including all necessary hardware
2. Larger horizontal guide wheels and, in some cases, additional vertical support wheels.

BENEFITS

1. Easy to install in just a few hours.
2. Better ring stability and support to reduce wear and related maintenance.
3. Opportunity to recapture lost speed and improve performance. (Not designed to increase rotation speed beyond its original specifications.)
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